
Children come here to learn & play, on the
railings is where I lay

In the Meadow the lights shine bright, I’m at the
beginning on the right

Starting here at the hall, you’ll find me hiding on
a wall 71

8Come play here and climb up high, look in the
trees that reach the sky

A train that never leaves, your journey won’t
begin, I’m hidden somewhere on the train;

What time is the next train, I can’t be late ! I’m
on the board but not through the gate !

The path that links two paths together. At the
crossroads you will find your treasure.

Newbury Avenue is where I hide. I’m
somewhere on the left hand side.

I’m on two wheels, helping Pat, somewhere
you’ll find the black and white cat

Do not enter is what I see, and stuck to this,
you’ll fine me

Down Old Road, you’ll find my place towards
the cutting you’ll find my base
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Starting at Great Coates
Village Hall follow the map
around the village, solving
the riddles at each location
to find an a letter.

Write the letter in the
relevant box and when you
have collected all 11 letters,
re-arrange the letters to
reveal the two words
associated with Easter.

Simply submit the answer
not forgetting your children’s
name and address by using
one of the methods overleaf.
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Thank you for taking part in the Great Coates Easter Egg Hunt.

Starting at the Village Hall, follow the map and solving the riddles to
find the Easter Hunt Letter .

When you have collected all 11 letters, work out the two letter word
associated with Easter, submit the word, with your children's name(s)

and your address by one of the methods listed below.

Fantastic Easter eggs can be won for the first three entries drawn
and every child who enters will receive an Easter Egg.

Look out for the Great Coates Easter Bunny on your hunt aswell !!

All Easter eggs will be delivered by Great Coates very own Easter bunnies,
Bugsey & Bugzilla between 1 and 4 pm on Easter Monday.

Weekend of Fun
Easter

Great Coates

Message or post on
@GCVillage Hall
@GreatCoates

gcpmcomp@gmail.com WhatsApp or Text
0771 3075682
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